
The mountain is innocent 

In response to “Major safety questions after Lion’s Head fall” Friday January 2nd I concur with the 
remarks of Beverly Schafer MPP and want to amplify the comment. 

As regular hikers, my family and I have observed some foolish activity on Lion’s Head. Since the 
mountain is shared by many, the problem is the attitude and overall behaviour of a few people.  

As a family we have witnessed people jumping up and down on the most precarious edges of cliffs in 
an attempt to get a photo that creates the impression that they are mid-air with the ocean as a setting. 
We have seen folks with carrier bags of groceries struggling to climb “the chains” wearing jeans and 
leather jackets. This includes youths wearing designer clothes as if the mountain was a fashion ramp. 
We have seen people dragging puppies along sheer cliffs as if the slopes were a walk on the beach. 

Perhaps greater penalties must be considered to assist those owners who refuse to pick up after their 
dogs?  It is ridiculous that our parks, community spaces and pavements are subjected to a few dog 
owners who just do not give a damn where and how the rest of us must walk and breathe. 

What is required is for a Table Mountain National Park representative to be present at the start of the 
trail as to monitor those who are clearly unprepared and guide them to basic protocol. This includes 
advising people that the mountain is not liable for foolish actions neither is it a place to show off to 
impress friends. The guides must advice people that are not correctly attired not to venture farther 
than “the chains”.  While this may seem infantile, monitoring some people is unfortunatly required.  

Waiting at the chains is also an issue as some folk lack courtesy and insist that their entourage enjoy 
preference while others must just wait. Installing some protocol at “the chains and near “the ladder” 
will ensure fairness as some people have no idea what civility entails. Perhaps five people at a time? 

Then there are those who feel the need to gallop wildly like mountain goats as if everyone else is just 
a nuisance and in the way. These are the folks that create the most chaos as they insist on pushing 
thru crowds of people with little regard for the safety of others. Since forceful behaviour is intimidating, 
most people hurry out of the way. These mad-dash folk must be advised that the mountain is there for 
all to enjoy and that includes families who simply require a dignified endurance walk. 

The burning of the slopes has also made the walk unpleasant as the wind blows the loose sand. I am 
sure the idiot who probably threw a cigarette or who left some glass on the slopes did not grasp the 
damage that would follow. Thus no lighters, glass or cigarettes should be allowed onto the mountain. 

In the words of the wise, trees are poems that earth writes upon the sky; we fell them down 
and turn them into paper, that we may record our emptiness. Let us all learn to revere 
our mountain as a manifestation of Gods beautiful artwork and a gift to the citizens of 
Cape Town and a legacy for our progenies. 
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